2013 SPRING/SUMMER

it ’s a in the detai s

At Caracole, we strive to create furniture that invites discovery and begs
for your attention. We obsess over the details, and love to introduce pieces
that will surprise and delight you. We live for the “Aha! moments,” like
when our customers open a pull-out shelf to discover a crystal clear glass
bottom or a drawer with graphically painted black and white polka dots!
We also design furniture for the way you live – to help you stay organized
and make the most of every living space. Details like removable storage
for wine, jewelry and silverware; entertaining accoutrements; built-in cord
management; strategically placed interior lighting and hidden drawers. From
every little tuft and pleat, to our amazing collection of hand-rubbed finishes,
we invite you to enjoy exploring Caracole.
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Our signature details
are more than just
playful aesthetics;
they define our
furniture, making it
not only beautiful
but functional.

Spring 2013

black beauty chair
perfect proportions closed storage
on the cover: custom tuft luck settee
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white noise sofa
green with envy chair
icing on the cake cocktail table
black tie optional accent table
reflect-ology side table
french lines console table
glass
slipper side chairl spring/summer 2013
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green with

ENVY

For a collected look, mix modern and classic elements with clean lines. Select
furniture with interesting graphic shapes and introduce a pop of bright
color. Caracole’s Green With Envy chair adds a colorful punch in the living
room, and the White Noise sofa, a nod to classic tuxedo suiting, with sleek
tailoring and an eye-catching silhouette, is its graphic counterpoint.
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A timeless color
combination praised for
its chic sensibilities, black
and white, heightens
our senses and creates
an amazing backdrop to
comfortably mix modern
and traditional elements.

a tangled web we weave chair
white noise sofa
out & about side table
a little gem side table
book it cocktail table
reflect-ology side table
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black
tie optional accent
table

B ack
AND

Make a bold statement, create a traditional room with a modernist edge, or
simply design a room you’ll always love, with Caracole’s thoughtful black and
white pairings. Effortlessly mix and match upholstery, occasional tables, art and
accessories to create timeless interiors with staying power.

Reflect-ology is a special little table with a view that
changes depending on your perspective. Cleverly
designed with a mirrored lower shelf, it reflects a black
and white graphic pattern hidden on the tabletop’s
underside. Reflect-ology is a great example of the
innovative attention to detail that is a Caracole signature.
Black Tie Optional is another example of Caracole’s
genius for details that delight. It’s an impeccable side
table — a Tuxedo Black top with Brushed Silver base,
and a petite pull-out shelf with the surprise of a bold,
black and white graphic pattern and center mirrored
inlay — an ultra-hip statement, exciting and unexpected.
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I

magine a sophisticated dressing table that doubles as
a desk. Every bedroom needs one. Our French Lines
console table is finished in Wedding Dress White, with
Brushed Silver cabriole legs, and opens to reveal a mirror
and storage compartment. It comes with a smart gray
work pad and grommet holes for managing cords.
Snow White and the Seven Drawers is your elegant
solution for staying beautifully organized in the bedroom.
The top opens to reveal a lighted interior with mirrored
doors. The upper drawer offers a removable, felt-lined
jewelry tray and the interiors of the other drawers are
elegantly lined with a Silver Shadow finish. Secret side
panels reveal necklace hooks and tie or scarf rods.

french lines console table
glass slipper side chair
snow white and the seven drawers closed storage
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What is the definition of luxury in the
bedroom? Beautiful furniture that has
hidden features to help you stay organized!

Open the drawer and
prepare to smile. The
drawer’s Tuxedo Black
interior is highlighted with
Wedding Dress White polka
dots. An Aha! moment!

it's black and white closed storage

A well-placed
piece of mirrored
furniture provides
levity to a dark,
uninviting entry.
seeing double closed storage
just wing it chair
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Reflect-ology

If you can’t decide what else a room needs, add furniture with a mirrored
surface. A closely held designer secret, one piece of mirrored furniture
immediately adds sparkle and reflects light around the room. Mirrored surfaces
add another layer of texture and play off of the other patterns, textures and
prints in the space. Most importantly, a bit of mirror goes a long way, adding old
Hollywood glamour and elegance.

show-off!

a little gem

reflect-ology

cookies and creme

pretty please?
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Straight Up With a
Twist, a high cabinet
used here as a bar, is
the perfect marriage
of beauty and
functionality. Defining
details beg for your
attention.

glass slipper side chair

very room needs a bit of sparkle
and Caracole’s newest collection
offers fresh and unexpected frames and
finishes, adding a modern sensibility to
classic forms that illuminate ambiance
into your room. New this spring,
consider the see-through Lucite legs of
our Glass Slipper chair, or the mother-ofpearl inlay that adorns Straight Up With a
Twist, an impossibly elegant high cabinet
that rests on slender, Brushed Silver legs.
Use them to add light and a stylish layer
of texture to any setting.
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Introducing the Bubble-Up dining table,
designed to mix and match with Caracole’s
large selection of dining chairs. Perfect with
the new Glass Slipper side chair, shown on
the opposite page, or the Chit-Chat arm or
side chair, pictured below.

bubble-up dining table
chit-chat arm chair
chit-chat side chair
spring/summer
2013 a
l www.caracole.com
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straight
up with
twist closed storage

Skirting
THE ISSUE

Creating a room that is pleasing to the eye is
something like working a puzzle. Think of your
living spaces as an expansive landscape, then
layer in shapes, patterns and fabrics that work in
harmony when fit together. Consider pairing skirted
upholstered seating for softness with graphic exposed
wood silhouettes for a more dramatic environment.
Look for upholstery with graceful shapes and
dressmaker details that tease the eye.

A Fine Line, a chair that offers a striking silhouette and silver
faux finish exposed frame and leg, balances the softness of a
skirted sofa.
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Our Skirting the Issue sofa, with a
waterfall skirt and a graceful scroll arm,
adds an elegant profile and blank canvas
for pillows in fresh patterns. Every room
is helped by at least one piece of skirted
upholstery, for softness.

skirting the issue sofa
exclamation point mirror
a fine line chair
sociables cocktail table
after six side table
fifty shades of... chair
engagement ring mirror
spring/summer 2013
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show
off! closed storage

K

eep things fresh and interesting
in a neutral bedroom with playful
shapes, tone-on-tone details and
furniture pieces with personality.
An upholstered bed offers
luxurious comfort and the French
Kiss bed’s curvy profile, nailhead
details and hand rubbed Pompeii
finish give a tranquil palette
uncomplicated style.

Add oomph to the bedside by selecting
the Wallflower demi-lune side table or opt
for A Blank Canvas, an upholstered bedside
table with matching nailhead trim.
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Creating a beautiful bedroom is all about
attention to detail. Make your bed stunning
with classic elements and then have a little
fun with playful accessories.

french kiss king bed
a blank canvas closed storage
wallflower side table
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Dress your bed in layers, incorporating
contrasting hues and patterns every time
you add a layer. Think crisp, freshly
ironed sheets next to a soft, cashmere
blanket or fur throw.

nite in shining armor king bed
ice cube closed storage
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it takes

2 ottoman

Nite

IN SHINING ARMOR

out like a light closed storage

A simple color scheme keeps
things quiet and restful in the
bedroom. To keep things from
feeling too monochromatic
consider these items: The Nite in
Shining Armor bed has a beautiful
luminous finish. The reflective,
mirrored drawers of the Ice Cube
chest add a little glitz. A range of
surfaces lends depth and character
to a quiet palette and heightens
sensual awareness.

be-jeweled closed storage
chit-chat side chair
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C

reating a living room with
luxurious fabrics and finishes is
only half of the design challenge.
At Caracole, we believe to truly live
in the living room, furniture has to
multi-task and deliver the details
that help you entertain and stay
organized.
Take, for example, the cleverly designed Piece de
Resistance. Its grand stature makes it the perfect
piece to serve as the living room’s focal point.
Intelligently designed to meet a plethora of
entertainment needs, each set of three doors
open and close independently. Use the top portion
to hide the television, the middle to serve as a
bar, and the lower section to stow away living
room clutter.

piece de resistance closed storage
le chaise chair

Piece de Resistance would also make
a hardworking addition to the guest
house or master suite. Its center section
is intended to serve as a hot beverage
station offering the possibility of coffee
in bed.
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Le Canape comes with an artistic array of
five complimentary pillows and serves as
an inspiring example of how to perfectly
arrange pillows on any sofa.

le canape sofa
le tabouret ottoman
a blank canvas closed storage
gold is up accent table
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lack and gold, a rich color
combination borrowed from
the runways of Paris, exudes
sophistication. Think little black dress
with a little gold bling. That’s the
inspiration behind this elegant
dining room.
A comfortable mix of contrasting elements, the Sterling
Reputation arm chair and Bone Appetite dining table make
a bold statement. The table’s craftsmanship is impressive
when you consider the attention to detail required in
the hand inlay work, which involves precision cutting
and placement in a multi-step process. Tall, Dark, and
Handsome sets a dramatic stage for a personal collection.
setting the bar closed storage

A stylish and well-stocked bar is hidden
away in Setting the Bar, available at a
moment’s notice.
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bone appetite dining table
sterling reputation arm chair
tall, dark2013
, andl handsome
open storage
spring/summer
www.caracole.com
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Natural

ATTRACTION

Covered outdoor areas that are furnished as
rooms with comfortable seating are often used
more than interior dining spaces. The Natural
Attraction settee’s modern yet rustic styling
and distressed wood finish feels at home in an
outdoor inspired room. A deep bench cushion
and a collection of brightly colored pillows in
graphic prints invite relaxation. Chairman of the
Board(s), a classic farm table, anchors the room
and provides space to entertain, an essential
element for any porch, sunroom, pool house or
other covered area.
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Be sure to include small tables at arms
length in every seating arrangement. The
Itsy Bitsy side table is the perfect little table
for outdoor living. It’s easy to move around
and doubles as extra seating.

natural attraction settee, itsy bitsy side table, chairman of the board(s) dining table
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Mimic the composition and colors found readily
in nature to create a tranquil atmosphere in the
bedroom. Add a reflective surface to capture
light from a nearby window.
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N

aturally soothing, the
warm and subtle hues
found in nature create a
beautiful backdrop for an
ethereal bedroom.

For those seeking a natural sanctuary, the Clean Slate
headboard is the perfect choice. Upholstered in a
textural linen and inset with gray slate, the bed offers
comfort along with an homage to nature’s beauty. The
smoked mirror facade on the Smoke Rings bedside table
completes the bedroom with a weathered wood finish
and smoky mirror for a little brilliance.
Layer in natural goodness with the rich feel of sheepskin
or whimsy of spotted cowhide. The Out On a Limb bench
is covered in soft lambs’ wool and its frame resembles
the branches of a tree. The Hide Nor Hair chair offers a
fun juxtaposition with sophisticated styling paired with
faux cowhide.

a clean slate headboard
smoke rings closed storage
out on a limb upholstered bench
hide nor hair chair
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11.75"

This popular trestle table, Chairman of the Board(s), comes in two lengths and can be expanded to
accommodate either six or eight guests. The addition of our unique table-length leaf immediately increases
the capacity to eight and ten.

Chairman
OF THE BOARD(S)

A farmhouse table has been a symbol of the
welcoming home for centuries. Equally at home
in a myriad of interior genres, the classic trestle
table says cozy, and invites family and friends not
only for meals but also for homework, games and
conversation. Caracole brings forward the classic
farm table with a modern twist. A weathered finish
with lots of character only gets better with years
of use.
Designed to be used indoors or in covered outdoor living rooms, Chairman
of the Board(s) works well with other pieces from the Caracole family. For
a modern, industrial feel, pull up the Strong Enough for A Man arm chair or
Made for a Woman side chair, both offer a comfortable seat and tailored
slipcovered backrest.
A natural companion is the Wood You Please chair finished in a weathered
Seagull finish with a modern slipcovered seat.

executive chairman of the board(s) dining table
strong enough for a man arm chair
made for a woman side chair
wood you please side chair

Today’s most stylish homes embrace “the mix,” as we
do. Why not select pairs of host and hostess chairs and
mix, don’t match, side chairs.
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make it yours
GO CUSTOM

Choose from our beautifully designed pieces that offer classical
elegance with a fresh approach to today’s traditional. The
difference stands out in our details.
Our homes are an extension of our personalities. Therefore, we pride ourselves on the fact that each
one of our Caracole upholstery frames is unique and can satisfy your style preferences. Whether it’s
the ultimate in comfort seating or the nail trim accents on the silhouette you select, you are sure to
enjoy personalizing each piece.
The Caracole portfolio boasts quality and expert construction. Many of our frames feature 8-way
hand tied seating and come standard in size. Our cushions are chosen specifically for each piece and
range from ultra plush down and spring down to pillows in a feather down blend. With several frames
featuring exposed wood, you may choose from over twenty-two beautiful finishes to add richness to
any room. Each finish will enhance the natural wood grain differently depending on the wood species.
We offer simplicity in our program along with an array of fabulous fabrics to select from. The Blue
Ribbon Fabric Collection showcases a high-end assortment of luxurious velvets, embroidered
details, and linen prints and solids. The Red Ribbon Fabric Collection showcases quality textural
solids, woven geometrics, and contemporary designs at affordable pricing. Or, if you wish to customize
your look with your own fabric of choice through our COM program, the possibilities are endless.

•
•
•
•

4 to 6 Week Delivery
Amazing Fabrics
Supple Leathers
Add Pillows

•
•
•
•

Decorative Finishes
Trims Choices
Fabric by the Yard
Nailhead Options

Just a Few of the Many Fabrics to Choose From

try before you buy

visit www.caracole.com for more details
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custom ooh la la sectional
on the back cover:
straight up with a twist closed storage
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a fine line chair

car•a•cole

an equestrian dressage term indicating a half turn to the right or left executed by a
horse and rider; in the abstract: a change in orientation or direction.
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like us online at facebook.com/caracolefurniture

l

800.468.8730

